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Evaluation of Error Recovery Blocks Used for
Cooperating Processes

KANG G. SHIN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND YANN-HANG LEE

Abstract-Three alternatives for implementing recovery blocks (RB's) dell [2], has been widely used for backward error recovery.
are conceivable for backward error recovery in concurrent processing. It is a sequential program structure that consists of an accep-
These are the asynchronous, synchronous, and the pseudorecovery point tance test(AT), a recovery point(RP), and alternative algorithmsimplementations. a ten p ress. erpoess a nd aterative poitAsynchronous RB's are based on the concept of maximum autonomy for a given process. A process saves its state at a recovery point
in each of concurrent processes. Consequently, establishment of RB's and then enters a recovery region. At the end of a recovery
in a process is made independently of others and unbounded rollback block, the acceptance test is excuted to check correctness of
propagations become a serious problem. the computation results. In case an error is detected during
In order to completely avoid unbounded rollback propagations, it is the normal execution or the computation results fail to passnecessary to synchronize the establishment of recovery blocks in all

cooperating processes. Process autonomy is sacrificed and processes are the acceptance test, the process rolls back to an old state saved
forced to wait for commitments from others to establish a recovery line, at the previous RP and executes one of the other alternatives.
leading to inefficiency in time utilization. This procedure will be repeated until the computation results
As a compromise between asynchronous and synchronous RB's we pass the acceptance test or all alternative algorithms are ex-

propose to insert pseudorecovery points (PRP's) so that unbounded roll- hausted. The latter implies the system's inability for toleratingback propagations may be avoided while maintaining process autonomy.
We developed probabilistic models for analyzing these three methods fault(s) whereas the former means the system's capability for

under standard assumptions in computer performance analysis, i.e., fault-tolerance.
exponential distributions for related random variables. With these Unfortunately, for cooperating concurrent processes the roll-
models we have estimated 1) the interval between two successive recoverY back of a process may cause other processes to roll back (this
lines for asynchronous RB's, 2) mean loss in computation power for phenomenon is called rollback propagation) because of inter-
the synchronized method, and 3) additional overhead and rollback dis- .dtaceincae RPs reusd process dependencies and imperfect checking of global correct-tance in case PRP's are used.

ness. Moreover, rollback may propagate to further RP's since
Index Terms-Backward error recovery, conversation scheme, domino recovery points of individual processes may not provide globally

effect, pseudorecovery points and lines(s), recovery block(s), recovery consistent states for all processes involved. This rollback prop-
line(s), rollback propagations. agation continues until it reaches a recovery line at which glob-

ally consistent states for all involved processes do exist. In the
worst case, an avalanche of rollback propagation, called the

I. INTRODUCTION domino effect, can push the processes back to their beginnings,
T HE increasing computation power and rapidly falling cost thus resulting in loss of the entire computation done prior to

of microprocessors and memories have given an impetus the occurrence of error.
to the development of distributed computing systems. Potential A detailed description of the domino effect can be found in
benefits to be gained through distributed architectures include [3]. For convenience in visualizing rollback propagations let
enhanced system throughput, structural flexibility, reliability, us consider Fig. 1. Process P1 begins to roll back because of
and availability. However, there are several issues to be resolved unsuccessful acceptance test AT'. Due to interprocess depen-
before the full potential of a distributed processing system can dencies the rollback of P1 propagates to the other two processes
be realized in practice. For example, the multiplicity of physi- P2 and P3. Eventually, the whole system has to restart from
cal and logical system components apparently seem to improve recovery line RL2, undoing the entire computation between
reliability, but this becomes less obvious when we consider the RL2 and AT'. The time interval between the restart point
issues involved with system reconfiguration, error, recovery, following an error recovery and the time point at which an
and detection in a distributed environment. In this paper, we error is detected or the acceptance test fails, called the rollback
consider one such issue: the effectiveness of implementing re- distance, can be used to represent the computation loss in roll-
covery blocks(RB's) in backward error recovery for a set of co- back error recovery. The rollback distance may be unbounded
operating processes. in the case of the domino effect.
The recovery block (RB), proposed by Horning [1] and Ran- The domino effect is the major obstacle in implementing the

recovery block scheme for concurrent processing. The process
Manuscript received March 7, 1983; revised October 7, 1983. This designer is able to predict neither the time of the occurrencework was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space of process interactions nor that of the appearance of recoveryAdministration under Grant NAG 1-296.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering and lines. In addition, it is not desirable to randomly place recoveryComputer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. points and acceptance tests without considering process charac-
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pI P2 Ps In this paper we propose to employ pseudorecovery points'
(PRP's) to alleviate the rollback propagation problem by allow-

time l | RP2 ing a process to restart at a PRP when the process is forced to
RP1' /-- - -_ -_.__;, '---- roll back by others as a result of rollback propagation. Hence,

RLI --, N--{---- " RP9 we can classify these refinements into two categories, syn-
"-{o s.--F-chronized recovery blocks and pseudorecovery points,providing

lRPI l a contrast with the third category called asynchronous recovery
blocks.

I To implement a rollback error recovery scheme, we have to
weigh tradeoffs between these three categories and the charac-

x I teristics of concurrent processes. A satisfactory scheme should
Xohave such festures as a low (acceptable) delay in process com-

l RP>{ x, ~~~~~pletion due torollbacks, the preservation ofprocess autonomy
ll { m l~RP in concurrent processing,anldprogrammertransparency. There-

( ~~~~~~~~~~fore,optimal solutions may be a combination of these three

RL2lll categories. A quantitative analysis has to precede any ofsuch
Rtz--__e __o { RPs optimal solutions. For example, it is necessary to determine

2~ \xRP9 R the mean amount of computation undone when processes roll
back, the optimal interval between two successive synchroniza-
tions, the mean size of memory space required to save states,

RP'3 |etc. However, because the program behavior is unknown and
its execution proceeds stochastically, accurate modeling is in
general very difficult if not impossible.

AT'- In this paper, employing standard assumptions in computer
P1 fails atAT~interaction performance analysis, we develop a model to quantitatively

describe the characteristics of rollback recovery schemes as well
Fig. 1. A history diagram of occurrence of interactions and recovery as their effectiveness. In the following section, several assump-

points. tions are discussed and then a model for asynchronous recovery
blocks is introduced. Using this model, we employ simulation
to present the probability distribution of the interval between

teristics. Thus, it is impossible to avoid the domio effect only two successive recovery lines and the mean number of states
by appropriate placement of recovery blocks and it is possible recorded during that interval. In Sections III and IV, the syn-
to have a disaster such as unbounded rollback propagation, a chronization method and the implantation of pseudorecovery
large rollback distance, and a great number of largely useless points are discussed and evaluated, respectively. The paper
recovery points occupying large amounts ofmemory space, etc. concludes with Section V.
Furthermore, detection of rollback propagation and determina-
tion of recovery lines will become more complex though they
can be made in a centralized [4], [5] or decentralized manner II. EVALUATION OF ASYNCHRONOUS
[6] -[8] . RECOVERY BLOCKS
Several refinements have been proposed to overcome the

drawbacks in the recovery block scheme. One approach is to Let us consider the history diagram in Fig. 1 to illustrate the
put concurrent processes into a controlled scope, either to syn- activities of cooperating concurrent processes Pi,i = 1 ,2, -* * n.
chronize the occurrence of acceptance tests or to direct process Process Pi establishes its jth recovery point RPi without syn-
interactions. For the former, Randell [2] has suggested the chronizing with other processes. Interprocess communications
conversation scheme which requests every cooperating con- are represented by arrowed horizontal lines. Let set A C
current process to leave its acceptance test at the same moment {1,D * * , n} be a subset of cooperating process indexes. Then
(called test line). He has also proposed a language structure one may find a combination of RPW for all i CA, which forms
in an abstract form for the conversation scheme. Other mech- a recovery line for set A, denoted as RL, for the rth recovery
anizations of the conversation scheme on the basis of the same line. For simplicity, superscripts in representing recovery lines
concept but with more flexibility have been devised by Kim will be omitted in the sequel as long as that does not result in
[9] . Synchronized rollback recovery schemes for transactions ambiguity. The interval between two successive recovery lines
using a two-phase commitment protocol or transaction ordering RLr and RLr+1 in process Pi is a random variable and denoted
are also studied in [10] -[12] . Russell has proposed that infor- by Xl. Since a recovery line provides globally consistent states
mation be retained for directed interactions from producers to
consumers so that rollback propagation can be blocked [13], 1We call it a pseudorecovery point(PRP) since there is no acceptance
[14] . Another approach is to save additional states based on test before the saving of process state at a PRP. The states recorded atPRP's may have been contaminated and thus cannot be used to recoverthe occurrence of interactions; for example,the branch recovery a failed process. But PRP's can be used to prevent rollback propagations
point [151 and the system defined checkpoint (SDCP) [16] . due to interactions with the faulty process as we shall see in Section IV.
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to all members of process set A, it is reasonable to assume that B. A Model for Asynchronous Recovery Blocks
Xl is stochastically identical for all i E A. Thus, Xr is used to
represent the interval between the rth and (r + 1)th recovery Since individual recovery points by themselves may not be

lines. sufficient in rollback recovery due to the possibiltiy of rollback
propagations, we consider in this paper only the formation of

A. Modeling Assumptions recovery lines for asynchronous recovery blocks instead of

Wemak efollowing assumptions in our subsequent separate individual recovery points. The requirements of a re-

Wnalyses. macovery line for processes Pi i = 1, 2,- , n can be stated as
analyses. flos
A]) Autonomous Processes: Cooperative autonomy is re-
garde sthemost important requirement in distributed pro. 1) A recovery line has to include one recovery point RP!for

garded as eachstiprocessqirmet Pisriutd ro

cessing. Each process should be executed according to its own each process Pi.
program and environment, almost as if no other process existed. 2) Let the moment of establishment of the jth recovery

In actuality, a process may execute independently of others as point in PI be t [RI?]] and let tq be the moment of the qth

long as there is no conflict with others in accessing shared re- interaction from Pi to Pi . For every pair (RP,, RP11') in a

sources. Since synchronization is not enforced in this category recovery line, th.ere does not exist an integer k such that tk E

of recovery blocks (i.e., asynchronous recovery blocks), pro- Iit[RP]], t[RPN] I if t[I] It[RP]'], or tk E [t[RPJ9],
cesses will transmit messages or establish their recovery points t [RPfl ] otherwise. This implies that no interaction from Pi
independently of otherprocesses. to P, (and vice versa) can be sandwiched between t[RPJ] and

A2) Perfect Local Acceptance Test: Acceptance tests should t[RP ]
detect all errors within the local process during the execution The basic idea underlying the model is to trace the occurrence

of recovery blocks and thus ensure the correctness of local of both recovery points and interactions. Based on the assump-

execution. It is in general difficult to guarantee complete cor- tions in Section 1I-A, random variable Xr can be modeled by a

rectness, but at least the computation results that have passed continuous-time Markov process starting from a recovery line

the acceptance test should be "acceptable" [3]. The local (RLr) and ending at the next recovery line (RLr+i). For a

acceptance test may or may not detect external errors or erro- set of processes, Q.A = {PiIi EA} where A = {1, 2, *,

neous messages because the local process is not aware of the two types of states are defined:
global system and other processes. a) End states Sr and Sr, : transitions start from Sr where

A3) Probability Distribution of Interactions: Usually, pro- all processes have formed the rth recovery line, and end at

cess behavior is modeled as an ordered sequence, which in Sr+ 1 upon establishment of the (r + l)th recovery line.

turn is specified by the program and is dependent on the execu- b) Intermediate states S = (x1, x2, -* , xn) , where xi = 0

tion condition. Even if the processing sequence is given, the if the previous action of Pi was an interaction, and xi = 1 if it

interval between two successive interactions is variable due to was establishment of a recovery point.
conditional branches. Locking and waiting at shared resources Occurrences of interactions and recovery points in a process

make it even more uncertain. Nonetheless, the interaction inter- make the system go through these states. Note that both Sr

val can be modeled by adopting the two assumptions commonly and Sr+1 are equivalent to state (1, 1,.*.*, 1). We can establish

used in the analysis of multiprocessors and computer networks: the following transition rules:

1) constant reference rates in the multiprocessor and 2) expo- RI) The system goes to state (x1, , xil, 0, xi+ 1, * ,

nentially distributed intervals between two successive message x,) from state (xl, , xi ,, 1, xi+ 1, . , xn) with rate Pi

transmissions in the computer network. The interval for two upon establishment of a recovery point in Pi.
successive interactions between Pi and P1 is thus assumed to be R2) The system leaves state (xl, . . . ,X- 1,x1.1, ,

exponentially distributed with mean I/Xij and Xiq = Xii for all x ,1, 1, xi+I , - , x,) and enters state (x,1 , . . . , , 0,

i,j= 1,2, ,n and i j. xi, *I , xi -, 0, xi+1, * , xn) with rate X1, if there is an

A4) Consistent Communications: Let two messages ma and interaction between P7 and Pj.
mb be sent from Pi to Pi. Consistent communications should R3) The system arrives at state (xl,...* * , O, xi+, *

satisfy: 1) every message sent from Pi to Pi will be received xn) from state (x1, . .x. _ , 1, xi +, , xn) with transition

eventually by Pi, and 2) ma and mb are received by Pj in the rate YjfE Bi Xiq where Bi = {jIxj = O,j # i and j eA}.
same order as that they are sent. Notice that in some packet- R4) The system can transfer directly from state Sr to state

switched computer networks, messages are allowed to be re- Sr+ 1 with transition rate 2% = Pk
ceived by the destination out of order. However, the order can Under these transition rules a Markov model is developed for

be kept easily, for example, by time-stamping messages at the three processes P1,, P2, and P3, and presented in Fig. 2. The

time of transmission. single-arrow lines are unidirectional transitions. The double-
AS) Distribution Of Recovery Points: Because of process arrow lines are bidirectional transitions in which left-hand side

independence and the uncertainty of execution conditions, parameters represent leftward transition rates and right-hand
the appearances of recovery points are random and difficult side parameters rightward transition rates. The total number
to model. To avoid complexity, establishment of recovery of states for a set of n processes is 2"~+ 1. This implies a quick
points in a process is assumed to be an independent Poisson expansion of state space as n increases, e.g., for 10 cooperating
process with parameter ,u1i for Pi. processes there are 1025 states.
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to Srf + t t'

S-t/ / \t~~~~23@/2 from Sr
entry ------ S + \a

12

13S+ 23@F ' tI2*A2

to state (0,0.0)
Fig. 2. The model of asynchronous RB's for three processes.

entry___
=ny~n

n-(n -1) X

when 1i -y = ,u and Xkey = X for all i,- EA. In this case the 2* n,m} where m =22n be the set of states of the preceding
reduction is achievable since all intermediate states S = (xl , x2, continuous-time Markov process with the following convention
*.**, x,) containing exactly u l's in (xl, x2, , x,) can be for numbering states:
replaced by a single state S" where u =0, 1, 2, *-*, n- 1. Asimplified or reduced model is obtained under the following a) SrpcstateOsimplified . . b) an intermediate state (x1, x2,t-o ,xs)so state (Edng
transition rules and presented ln Fig. 3. i-1
R1') For un ,a1,n , n - l, the system will move to state xf2ub + 1), and

repacefrom state 3u with transition rate (n - u) , when a new c) Sr -+ state m.
recovery point is formed. Then, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation becomes
R2') For all u= 2, the system is able to leave state Ifor

stateuI 2 with rate (u(u - 1)t i)/2. rate =urwh)H (1)
R3') For all u > , there is a transition from state tostate dt
st S with rate (u- u)XR4-) the sytem cn t f i y h r a where H is the ((m + 1) X (m + 1)) transition matrix [h(u, v)]R4. The sytmcntase ietlrmtein which the (u, v) element is the transition rate from state uSr to the terminal state Sr+ I with transition rate nlL

to state v, and 7r(t) is a vector whose kth element is the proba-
C. The Analysis ofAsynchronous Recovery Blocks bility that the system is in state k at time t. The initial condi-

tion is iT(0)= [1 O -* * * 0] Theintervalbetweentwo suc-With the model developed above, we can characterize the c v= [
behavior ofasncroou.rcoerbe cessive recovery lines X is equal to the time needed for transi-behavior of asynchronous recovery blocks in terms of the degree to rmsae0t tt n hrfr,tedniyfnto

of interprocess communications and the distribution of recovery ofXnmeyf(
points. With the exponentially distributed interprocess com- ofX aeyf(), is given by
munications and recovery points, Xr becomes stochastically d
identical for all r. Let X denote a random variable representing fx(t) = -t lri(t). (2)
the interval between two successive recovery lines,Li the num-
ber of states saved in process P1 during interval X. The proba- 2) The mean value of Li: Since we are only concerned with
bility distribution of X and the mean value of Li are derived the number of recovery points established by process Pi during
below. interval X, a discrete Markov chain is used.- To compute the
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from state So 23

S X5
X I _from S6 and So

Alz+ils \\A ~~~23 ~~~~~to se

from & to Si 2

to S4' from S4 and S4`

Fig. 4. The construction of states S' and S5 of discrete chain Yd.

mean value of Li,2 a new Markov chain, denoted by Yd,is con-
structed based on the previous model with the following two C

steps.
Si) Convert the previous model to a discrete model: The P=1./

new chain Yd has the same states as the previous Markov pro- r
cess. Let G =1 XE + Sk Pk be the normaliza-
tion factor. The transition probability from state u to state v

p=12

in Yd is equal to: for u, v = 0, 1, ,m, p(u, v) = h(u, v)/G &/
if ut=v,andp(u,u)= 1 - In uP(U,V)/
S2) Decompose states of discrete model: Arrivals at a state cc

Su = (xI, x2 xi,' xn) where xi= 1 can be grouped z /
into two classes. One is formed as a result of the occurrences |
of RP's in Pi and the other is formed as a result of interprocess
communications and establishments of RP's in processes other
other thanPi. Accordingly,the state Su = (xI, x2,-** xi~,-
xn) with xi 1 can be split into two states S' and SU, repre- j=05

senting the two classes, respectively. Both states have the same
departure processes as that of S,. However, all arrivals at state °
Su due to the occurrence of recovery points in Pi enter state 2.00 NUM1BE1 OF PROCASES (n) 6.00
Su whereas all other transitions are made to Su". Hence the p=,t
number of RP's associated with state S' is represented by that t=lj=ljti k=1

~~~~~~~ ti A=A ror all ij and Al=/,=2= .........=,A=1.0
of arrivals at S'.

Fig. 4 shows the conversion and the split of state S2 = (1 , 0, 0) Fig. 5. Mean value of X versus the number of processes.
of the Markov model for the three concurrent processes in Fig. 2.
With the new discrete model, Yd, we can calculate the mean random variables, i.e., DL, Let p 0number of visits to state Su, denoted as Ns, and the mean random which repe the reati raio obetwe i theu ~~~~~u(j- U)wc ereet h ealenai ewe hvalue of Li using the following relationship: density of interprocess communications and recovery point

E(L1) = E E(Ns) (3) establishments. In Fig. 5, the mean values ofX are plotted as
Su E 'I' a function of n for different values of p. It shows that X in-

where T is the state space of Yd. creases drastically when there is an increase in the number of
Suppose process Pi detects an error or fails the acceptance processes involved in the rollback recovery. The denisty func-

test at one of its recovery points RPJ1 where / = 1, 2,..* , L1. tion of X, fx(t), is plotted in Fig. 6. For all the three cases in
T'he rollback of Pi may propagate to k processes in the pro- Fig. 6, there is a sharp pulse near t = 0, which is due to direct
cess set, Q2A = {P111 eA} whereA = {1, 2,...* ,n}. LetDr be transitions between Sr and 5r+i and a longer transition time
the rollback distance associated with the k processes and RW, needed once the system enters intermediate states.
forj=-1,2,-* , L1. Then, Xrepresents the supremum ofthese With a fixed value of p and varying values of ,u's and X's for

three processes, we have performed computer simulation and
ispossible tohaveE(X) O, butnorecoverypoint withina -the results are tabulated in Table I. The minima of X and L

recovery line interval. Therefore, E(L1) #E(X)/MuI. occur when the distribution of recovery points among these
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8 ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PI P2 Ps_ case 1: (Ai,tP,isP)=( o10,100) (Xi2,Azs,Aj3)=(1,010 10) P2
case 2: (/si,A b,sA)=(0.60,45,0-45), (Xi2.,A,I3)=(0,5.0.5,0.5)
case 3: (Aj,A2,As)=(0.6,0.45,0 45), (XA,2,A"A3)=(0.75,0.75,0.75)

synchronization __me
* \ case 1 request

P 1X-ready P33-rsady

LLo P22-re

F-
L)
z
LL

Z case 3w

case 2

synchronization8L , -,- , , request
"4.00.40 1I.20RMLIO 1.60 2.00 1/ P 2-edZ°o.x ~~~~~TIME(NORMARLIZED) 2. s|

Fig. 6. The density function of X, fx(t). - P3|-pea4nt
___[t;eadP3s-reaD _

TABLE I Pr

MEAN VALUES OF X AND Li FOR CONSTANT p

case 1 2 3 4
(A1,iP,,zs) (1.0,1.0,1.0) (1.5,1.0,0.5) (1.0,1.0,1.0) (1.5,1.0,0.5) (1.5,1.0,0.5)

(A12,X23,x13) (1.0,1.0,1.0) (1.0,1.0,1.0) (1.5,0.5,1.0) (1.5,0.5,1.0) (0.5,1.5,1.0) Fig. 7. Establishment of recovery lines upon synchronized requests.

E(X) 2.598 3.357 2.600 3.203 3.354
E (L ) 2.500 4.847 2.453 4.533 4.967
E(L2) 2.500 3.231 2.453 3.022 3 111 wait for commitments (for establishing a recovery line) from

E(L,+L_+L_) _ 7.500 9.693 7.360 9.065 9.933 other processes before it executes an acceptance test. Thus,
all cooperating processes perform their acceptance tests at the

processes is uniformly balanced (i.e., p, =2 = /3). The dis- same instant upon receiving the commitments from all other
tribution of interprocess communications does play an impor- processes. Let P11-ready be the flags in process Pi to indicate
tant role in determining the probability of rollback propagation commitments from P. for j = 1, 2, ,n. The steps for syn-
but has little effect on X and Li once the set of processes in- chronization in each process Pi are described as follows:
volved in rollback recovery is determined.

1) execute "its own normal process" until "acceptance test;"
III. SYNCHRONIZED RECOVERY BLOCKS 2) set Pi ready := ON and then broadcast Pii-ready;

The simplest way of avoiding unbounded rollback propaga- 3) while not (all Pi-ready = ON) do
tion is to synchronize the establishment of recovery points receive messages;

if a message is P. -ready then set Pi -ready := ONduring process execution. In this method, interactions are in- e i t1
hibited between any pair of processes during their establishment else record the message
of recovery points. There are three conceivable strategies in 4) do "acceptance test" and record process states.
deciding when a synchronization request is to be issued: 1) at Establishment of recovery lines upon synchronization re-
a constant interval, denoted as Ts; 2) when the time elapsed quests is shown in Fig. 7. Synchronization causes the computa-
since the previous recovery line exceeds a specified value, Ts; tion power to be reduced because processes have to wait for
or 3) when the number of states saved after the previous re- commitments (as in Step 3) from other processes. And, pro-
covery line is larger than a prespecified number Ms. The im- cess autonomy-a principal characteristic of distributed com-
plementation of the first strategy is simple since the synchron- puting systems-is sacrificed. Ley yi be the interval between
ization request is issued without any knowledge of the state of the receiving of a synchronization request and the moment
execution. Nevertheless, some synchronization requests may that process Pi reaches its next acceptance test (in Step 1).
become redundant and unnecessary if they are issued immedi- Then, according to the assumptions in Section II-A, yj is an
atedly after the formation of recovery lines. For the second exponentially distributed random variable with parameter jit.
and third strategies, the rollback distance and the number of Let Z = max {yo, Y2, - , Yn}. The total loss in computa-
saved states are prevented from becoming too large. However, tion power is CL = St. (Z - y1). The mean loss becomes
for these two strategies, additional overhead will be required
because each process must be aware of the occurrence of arn 1
recovery line. Note that the conversation scheme is a special CL = n J (1 - Fr(t)) dt - 1j (4)
case of the third strategy where Ms = 1.0
Upon the receipt of a synchronization request, every process where Fz(t) is the distribution function of Z and equals '11= -

has to prepare for establishing a recovery line and also has to (1 - eMlit).
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The time interval between two successive recovery lines is a tion from another process P1 (and therefore not local to Pi),
function of the strategy used for issuing synchronization re- the contents of PRPJl may have already been contaminated if
quests as well as characteristics of the processes involved (e.g., this error occurred prior to establishing PRPj . The restart from
patterns of interprocess communications and RP establish- the pseudorecovery line formed by both RPJ and all PRP, 's
ments). Let Z' and Z" be random variables having the same may just reproduce the same error. Therefore, rollback prop-
distribution as Z = max {Y1, Y 2, Yn }; then the maximum agation may continue until every process involved has rolled
value of this time interval becomes m7Ts + Z' - Z" where m is back to a pseudorecovery line, say PRL', for which all pro-
the smallest integer i such that Z" < iTs, or Ts + Z'. Observe cesses but Pj: have passed at least one of their recovery points.
that Z' and Z" represent the amount of time required for a Since there exists an RPJ in Pi, for i' $4 between PRL' and
process to be ready for establishing an RP after it received a td, every state belonging to PRL' is now guaranteed to con-
synchronization request. For the third strategy, the maximum tain correct information of the corresponding process.3 Also,
number of rollback steps is Ms. Thus, the supremum of this note that this pseudorecovery line renders the shortest rollback
time interval can be expressed as max Iz1, Z2, * * , z,,} where distance for backward error recovery in case forced synchroniza-
Zi= Mnl Yi. tion is not used. An algorithm of rollback recovery with these

IV. IMPLANTATION OF PSEUDORECOVERY POINTS pseudorecovery points is given by:
1 ) If an error is found in process Pi, set p := i where p is a

In the construction of a recovery block, an acceptance test rollback pointer.
consists of a number of executable assessments provided by 2') Pp rolls back to its previous recovery point RPP. All
the programmer, followed by a state saving. Note that process processes PI affected by the rollback of Pp roll back to their
states can also be recorded upon any other requests whenever respective pseudorecovery pointsPRP.
they are considered useful in the rollback recovery. A pseudo- 3') For every affected process P' if the rollback has not
recovery point (PRP) is defined as a recovery point that is estab- passed its most recent recovery point, then set p : i' and go
lished without a preceding acceptance test and is proposed back to step 2.
here as an alternative for avoiding the damino effect in a set In Fig. 8, the establishment of PRP's in processes Pl, P2, and
of cooperating concurrent processes. With a monitor as the p3 iS illustrated. WhenP3 fails its acceptancetest AT, allpro-
interprocess communication means, Kim [15] and Kant and

2

interprocess comuictin eas,Kmcesses have to restart from the pseudorecovery line formed by
Silberschatz [16] discussed methods for implanting recovery (RP 2,PRPI2, PRP13) if P1 and P2 are affected by the rollback
points in a central manner. Similarly, we consider a method of p3
for implanting PRP's in the set of cooperating concurrent pro- In the above algorithm, we can find that every process needs
cesses in a decentralized manner. Also, note that the use of to preserve a recovery point for restart in case it fails. Also
PRP's does not require any particular interp (n - 1) pseudorecovery points are needed for a process to form
cations mechanism (e.g., the implementation does not have to a pseudorecovery line with other processes where n is the total
be based on monitors). number of concurrent processes. It is therefore required to
To make a recovery point RPjl in process Pi maximally useful save n states for every RP, i.e., one RP and (n - 1) PRP's, and

for rollback error recovery, there should -be corresponding re- all old RP's and PRP's except those in the pseudorecovery lines
covery points in the other processes affected by the rollback {PRLj i = 1, * , n, and RP1 is the most recent RP in Pi} can
propagation from Pi. If such recovery points do not actually beL' i=1 , n P

exist, for a given RPj in process Pi a pseudorecovery point be purged when a new recovery point is established, thereby..ist?fo ienRj nprcs ia suoeovr otreducing storage requirements for saving RP's and PRP's. Note
PRPJ1 has to be inserted in process Pi,. Further, in order toI that rollback distance iS bounded by the supremum of y I ,y2,
avoid the need of tracing recovery points at that particular .

.
w* -Yn} where yi iS the interval between two successive re-

moment, for RPt a PRP is established in each of the other pro- c p o p
cesses involved. An algorithm for implanting PRP's is given e covery point. is (n Theredtisnthtieo need

every recovery point iS (n - 1) t, where tr iS the time needed
below. to record the process state. These overheads should be assessed

1) When Pi establishes a recovery point RP, it broadcastsI' ,against the gain of process autonomy and avoidance of un-
a PRP implantation request to other processes. bounded rollback propagations.
2) If P. receives the implantation request, it records its state

as PRPj'1 upon the completion of the current instruction with- V. CONCLUSION
out an acceptance 'test. Then Pi broadcasts the commitment

ci- We have quantitatively evaluated three different recovery
3) Every process executes its own normal task after it estab- blocks employed in backward error recovery for concurrent

lishes RPJ' or PRPj1i. However, the messages sent to a process processing. The recovery block dealt with in this paper is
by P,' prior to C1' have to be retained in the state saved, defined in software and includes an acceptance test and a state
Assume that process Pi detects an error at time td which is saving. The environment of concurrent processing considered

prior to the establishment of RP i+ - If this error is local to
Pi then the recovery line (called a pseudorecovery line, PRL1j) 31f the state saved at PRPki were contaminated, then the error should
formed by RP, and all PRP1i 's is able to recover these processes have been detected at tAhe subsequent recovery point, RPJi. Meanwhile,
even if the error has already propagated to other processes. the state saved at RPk is correct by the assumption of perfect local
However, when the error detected in Pi is due to error propaga- acceptance test.
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Fig. 8. Establishment of pseudorecovery points for rollback error
recovery.

here is not restricted to any particular method of interprocess tradeoffs between the loss of computation power during nor-
communications or system structure. However,the occurrence mal operation and the increase in response time due to roll-
of recovery points and interprocess interactions are assumed back error recovery. For instance, the asynchronous method
to follow exponential distributions. This is principally for or a longer sychronization period is not acceptable for time-
tractability: nonexponential interaction patterns would be ex- critical tasks in which a delay in system response beyond a
tremely difficult to analyze if not impossible. certain value, the system deadline, leads to a catastrophic fail-
In this paper, we have considered the distribution of the inter- ure. The implantation of pseudorecovery points is also ineffi-

val between two successive recovery lines instead of the actual cient for concurrent processes when they establish recovery
rollback distanice. The rollback distance after an error is de- points frequently (thus requiring many PRP's to be implanted)
tected is related to the probability of error occurrence, error and rarely communicate with each other. In general, if more
detection, rollback propagation, etc. However, the interval knowledge of the execution state in concurrent processes can
X does represent an upper bound for the real rollback distance. be obtained, a better strategy for implementing recovery blocks
We have also estimated the overhead required to avoid the can be derived.
domino effect when recovery or pseudorecovery points are
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